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Editors' Note
Juan Morales

Rebecca Rios

Once again, I am honored and privileged to edit Que Ondee Sola. From it's beginning, this unique publication has been
committed to student and community struggles, and to bridging the university with community. In this issue we feature
the following works that deal with the present and future of the Puerto Rican diaspora, including the controversy of riot
fest in Humboldt Park, and the question of the Puerto Rican diaspora as it relates to Puerto Rican identity and the struggle
to free Oscar Lopez Rivera. Additionally, we shall include a retrospective on the life and works of Eduardo Galeano, the late
Uruguayan journalist who became the voice of Latin America.
Moreover, in striving to make this a student centered publication we have selected a number of reflective papers submitted
for the LLAS class" Puerto Ricans in the Caribbean" on their experiences in a community base learning process. Lastly, we're
publishing an urgent call for the medical attention for African American, political prisoner Mumia Abu Jamal.

Juan Morales

Mision

Rebecca Rios

Que Ondee Sola was established in 1972
and remains the oldest Puerto Rican & Latina/a
university students publication in the United States.
Our mission 1s to provide the NEIU community with
a relevant and engaging publication that deals with
student issuses with a focus on Puerto Rican and
Latinas/as, our communities, and our patrias. Que
Ondee Sola continues to affirm the right of Puerto
Rican self-determination, freedom for all Puerto
Rican political prisoners, and support for a truly
participatory democracy

Erika Gisela Abad Merced
Michael Kurshan Emmer

Mary-Katherine Lemon
Lester Torres
Brenda Ramirez

Jan Susler
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What Did We Bury in the Park?

- One Mom's Burning Question to Riot Fest
Erika Gisela Abad Merced

(The photo was taken on 5/3/ 15 .. .tire tracks are remnants
of Riot Fest equipment removal last September.)

( "Taken 5 days after Riot Fest left.")

Photos: Gloria Burgos

L

ast Saturday, I met a mom who wanted to share the work she has been doing to clean up the place where she feels
closest to Puerto Rico , Humboldt Park. Why does she need to bring attention to cleaning it up--because of the damage
Riot Fest had done to it last year. When we sat down on Tuesday morning , she showed me photos of trash dug into the
earth by truck wheels, pictures that, on first glance would look like someone was tilling barren land .
At a time when Riot Fest is claiming to support and donate to organizations supporting the Humboldt Park Puerto
Rican community, Gloria Burgos' voice is critical. She is a mom who has raised her youth in Humboldt Park's community,
fighting along with other community members to demonstrate the environmental harm Riot Fest has done to Humboldt Park
grounds .
When Riot Fest organizers protested outside of Alderman Maldonado's office on Monday, they asked each individual
who came out to speak to the harm they had done to Humboldt Park's grounds, they asked, "Where do you live?" "Are you
from here; I mean do you live here?" "How long have you lived here?" For a woman like Gloria , who first moved to Humboldt
Park in 1992, such a question is troubling . While she has lived here for 23 years , Puerto Ricans have lived here for over 60
years. To ask that question denies what lifelong community leaders have invested in the day to day struggles against poverty,
disparities in education and housing. What makes the neighborhood attractive is the resilience of disenfranchised individuals
who have pooled their energy to uplift otherwise marginalized Chicago residents .
While reading Chicago news coverage on Riot Fest, go to the park, engage with those who have played their drums
under trees; watch youth build community around sports and the beach. As you do all of this, ask yourself, what has who buried in the park?
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"Millennial Puerto Ricans - Where do We Go Next"
Erika Gisela Abad Merced

0

n Saturday, April 25 th , at Hostos Community College in
the Bronx, NY, Puerto Ricans from Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, New York, and Illinois gathered to discuss the
status of Puerto Ricans in the United States. Lawyers, activists,
scholars each spoke on the United States' historic and current
policies that affect how Puerto Ricans live, work and politically
engage. The conversatorio indirectly asked the audience, given
where Puerto Ricans are in the new millennium, what are the
struggles that our communities still face; where will we take our
political power and possibility given the historic policies that
shape where we can live well and work?
Lawyer, former New York Assemblyman and former
editor for New York's El Diario, Nelson Denis presented a summary of his book, War Against All Puerto Ricans. He summarized US policies implemented on their arrival in Puerto Rico
such as the devaluing of the Puerto Rican peso (1900) and the
Hollander Act (1901) shaped Puerto Ricans ' disempowerment
under US intervention and rule. Coupled with the hurricane of
1899, Puerto Ricans' relationship with capital, over a short period of time, was taken from them. Since then, according to Denis,
Puerto Ricans' situation only grew worse.
Denis connected the details of key figures, such as Colonel Riggs, whose disregard and disrespect for Puerto Ricans'
self-determination had undermined Puerto Ricans' determination to find avenues of resistance. Over time, when the nationalist
power had grown to critical influence in Puerto Rico, Riggs used
media to further construct narratives of their brutality against the
state. The examples he used show the extent to which US selected leaders wanted nothing more than to repress Puerto Ricans
political possibility to be self-determinant. The title of his book
was born out of Riggs' response to Albizu's efforts to organize
sugarcane workers against the repressive and exploitative conditions in which they worked . Riggs said, "Well if Albizu Campos

continues organizing sugarcane workers, there will be a war to
the death against all Puerto Ricans ." A war, many will argue,
continues in current economic policies in Puerto Rico as well
as in the continued brutality Puerto Ricans face in prison.
Chicago activists with the National Boricua Human
Rights Network used historic footage and personal narrative
to engage the audience on how Puerto Rican political prisoners' struggles. Michelle Morales, involved in the organization
since 2002, discussed the history of the Puerto Rican political
prisoner campaign. She explains why the sedition sentence
Puerto Rican political prisoners has been as weighted by the
years they had and Oscar Lopez Rivera still suffers. She integrated how her own sense of self and her more critical understanding of US influence over Puerto Ricans was grounded in
the years of mobilization, advocacy and education in which
she participated since getting involved with the Network . She
pulled from interviews done on prisoners' family members and
supporters to show us how their example sparked dedication in
human rights beyond Puerto Ricans. The work has been very
personal for her, both in providing a deeper understanding of
Puerto Ricans' resiliency and also in giving her a stronger relationship to Puerto Rican history, politics and community.
Katia Aviles, an activist from Puerto Rico , talked about
the black waters of Cano Martfn Pena. Her presentation was as
much about educating the audience regarding the harsh conditions in which those living in Cano Martin Pena endure as much
as it was about informing us of the ways they are collectively
organizing to addres the historical development of communities around Cano Martin Pena and the neglect that shaped harsh
living conditions of those residing there. The community living
there formed in response to the higher cost of living and development of factory work in the 1950's. During her presentation ,
she showed us Agua Mala, a short documentary which review
then, residents have struggled with living in an area poorly prepared for density and in an area whose pollution has been neglected by city and greater commonwealth government.
Activists, however, are refusing to accept governmental
neglect. They are working in resistance to the neglect by working to build a land trust and by organizing environmentalist tours
to continue to raise awareness of the environmental abuses people, wild life and fish suffer as a result of the neglect. Puerto Rican activists living and working the area are working in response
to governmental neglect by pooling together their assets of time
and commitment to address their needs and bring attention to
their regions' plight using their own means.
These presentations, along with discussion by Luis 0.
Reyes from the Center for Puerto Rican Studies at Hunter College, on Puerto Ricans in the New Millenium, beg the question
of where we , as a migrant-citizen community, will go next? As
resilient as we are, as much as our statistics have changed, there
are still disparities in education , labor and assets that Puerto
Ricans need to overcome. Jonathan Rosa's closing remarks, included below, reflect on how to best address the needs of Puerto
Ricans in the age of the Diaspora.
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The Paseo Boricua Arts Building

A icr

, ·c ars of p/mmin,:, Ihe l'ucn o J!ican Cn/1 u,a / Ccnw,· /x,ug/,i a 1,/ock of hui/ding, in 2700 II'
Dil'isio11 St i11 ore/e r to re ,·italize tlie ,u-e;i a11c/ fo ste r eco11omic de n:loprnc11t i11 tlic co111111u11it_l". Tiu: P,1sco
lforicua \rts Bui/cling 11·i// scffc a.~ ;,i place for local arti.~ts to cn:atc, sell ;me/ c/isp/a_,, tlicir a/1. "11,c /,lock
11i// h o use an ;u·t g;J/ery ;md a performance Llicatcr and oiler J, ; rcsidc11ccs for the ;11tisls. \ clditionall_,·,
tlic pn~jccl 11·i// l,c/p Ilic ,1rtists l>cco111c more scll:.m st,1i11al,lc /,_,· ollc:ri11g them J,11si11css classes.

The 11cw ;u·ts cc.:11/cr 11-i/J liousc a multi-media 1l1catcr, a 3,000 sc1wu·c fo ol ~,tl/e1~·, a rcsiclc11c_1· pmgn1111,
a piano /oungc, ;1pa11rnc11/ u11ils am/ retail spaces, accorcli11g to ,\ falc/011;,c/o 's ollicc - c,u·I, "dcclicatcd lo
prcscll'i11g cu/111ral iclc111i1_r am/ cxpa11cli11g the /';1.~co Horic11a Cult ural and Co111111 c.: H'ial corridor 011
Di, ·isio11 Street, the licarL of Llic Puc/'lo Ric;m co111111u11it_1·. •
]71c [Jr<?iecl 11 ·ill 1raw;/cm 11 .'iC\l.' 11 lrnilcling\ () II the 2700 Block or \ \lest D il ·isio n Street, i11c/11di11g th e sit e
o ft /JC.: form e r \s/, /;uu l Saus;~~'l' Cornpa11_1·, into a cultuml cc111cr "1riLl1 a holistic focus 0 11 prn 1·ic/i11g
lin :/,mrk sp;ice and pro111o ti11g the t;ilc11/s orlocal artists in 1·;1rio us 111cdia."

T he IJUilcli11g 11·il/ oiler I ,; "/i, ·c/ll'ork rc.~iclc11n.:s" fo r artist.~ a nd 1hcir families; a .<J.<J sea l 111ulti-111cdia thcalcr
11·i1/, /i/111, theatre, and co11ccrt pcrfom1;i11ccs: a nd a 11car/_1· 8,000 sc111,-11"c foot art ga llc1~ · ll'itl, ii rct;iil
co1111,011c11t a/1011-ing n:sidenl and local art ists lo sell tl,cir ;irt11·ork , ;iccon/i11g to tl,c ;i11110 1111cc111c11t. , \
piano lo unge sl,0 11 casi11g 1ri11cs fro m Latin , \mcrica ;uul spirits Ji-0 111 tl,c C ll"ihlx.·;w is slat ed lo IJC.:co111c ;11 1
;111c/ ,o,- fo r 11igl,tlilc 011 1/,c Pasco 13oricu;i corridor ;it tl,c 11c11· cc11/cr.

T J, c cc111cr ,ri/1 /)(: csta h/isl,cd 11·i1J, assi.~t;11 1cc /i-0 111 11,c Di,·ision Stn:cl Hu.~i11css Dc n_· /op111c11l . \ssociatio11
a nd o n :r t1n:11ly local ;irtisl.'i. 1d10 /,;11 c /Jrq,an..:d /Ju.~i11css 1,!am that 11·il/ /,c/p 1/,c:111 lo 111ai11tai11 sustai11ahl ·
arlisl spaces a nd l,cco111c /i.,tu n.: 1cw111ts o f Liu: IJ11ilcli11g.
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CPS Rolls Out Interdisciplinary Latino and Latin
American Studies Curriculum at the National
Museum of Puerto Rican Arts and Culture

T

he Chicago Public Schools introduced its new
Interdisciplinary Latino and Latin American
Studies Curriculum at the National Museum of
Puerto Rican Arts and Culture on Thursday April 30 th ,
2015. This robust curriculum provides innovative content, in grades Kindergarten through 10, and it is designed to enable students of all ethnicities to explore
their own identities and cultures through the study of
Latinos and Latin Americans from all walks of life, geographies and historical periods.
Roberto Clemente Community Academy High
School students and their principal participated actively
in the logistics for this program, as catering was provided with selections from Borinquen by the schools culinary arts program. A musical interlude was performed
by the steel drum ensemble, and a video production
program on the curriculum was prepared and presented by Clemente students including Alfredo Albieter,

Ayerial Harris, Kyle Rodriguez, Adonijah Scarlett, Ivan
Vasquez and Natalie Vasquez .
The evenings' program began with greetings by
Annette Gurley, Chief Officer of Teaching and Learning for Chicago Public Schools. The participants were
welcomed by Billy Ocasio , Chief Exective Officer of
NMPRAC. The overall presentation of the curriculum
included comments by Jesse H . Ruiz, Interim Chief Executive Officer for CPS , Gary McN aney Social Science
Specialist for CPS, and Mario Rossero, Chief of Core
Curriculum for CPS.
In his comments , Jesse H. Ruiz noted the importance of historical memory in relationship to his
own lived experience , recounting his father 's life as a
Bracero and noting the presence of his son that evening
and how important it is to be able to promote the history
and culture of all ethnic and racial groups in the Chicago Public Schools.

Alderman Maldonado Welcomes Roberto Clemente
Community Academy and Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos
Students as They Beautify Paseo Boricua

O

n Thursday, April 30th, 2015
students from Roberto Clemente Community Academy,
and Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos high
school , were welcomed by 26 th ward
Alderman Roberto Maldonado , as they
once again planted more than forty
(40) planters which dot the commercial strip between the two flags popularly known as Paseo Boricua.
This annual event coincides
with the celebration of April as Arbor month , and it is part of the urban agriculture educational program at Dr.
Pedro Albizu Campos high school. This event speaks to the powerful engagement of young people in both high
schools in relationship to the overall community building efforts in the Greater Humboldt Park community. The
ongoing maintenance of these planters is provided by the Puerto Rican Cultural Center (PRCC) and the Division
Street Business Development Association (DSBDA).
A special acknowledgement is in order for Matt Rodriguez, principal of Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos High
School and Marcey Sorensen, principal of Clemente Community Academy, for their commitment in ensuring our
communities aesthetics.
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Puerto Ricans at the Dawn of the New Millenium
Erika Gisela Abad Merced

0

n Friday,April 18 th , Dr. Edwin Melendez conducted a brief presentation on
his book Puerto Ricans at the Dawn of the New Millenium. In his presenPUERTO R I CANS AT
tation, he articulated how he and his co-author used census information on
THE DAWN OF THE
N ___ W MILLENIN I U ,M
labor, education and interstate movement to discuss how Puerto Ricans were living
and working in the United States. Tables from the text, along with his summaries
explained which states Puerto Ricans were moving to, where Puerto Rican communities were/were not growing, and how opportunities of work and the cost of living
drive those trends.
As Puerto Ricans, we move where we can find jobs and build a future for
our families and we work to do whatever it takes to achieve that. Sometimes that
may mean switching careers or fields, taking temporary jobs and pursuing more
training . In essence, the reasons we move and the ways we work are a clear indicator
of what we all know, we are anything but lazy. While stateside Puerto Ricans are
moving to where there are jobs, Puerto Ricans from Puerto Rico are moving stateside, in part due to southern states recruiting their labor in the fields of education,
medicine and engineering. Growing numbers of Puerto Ricans can be seen in Texas,
Georgia, and the Carolinas, and over time, Florida will have the largest number of
Puerto Ricans in the United States. Overall, however, census data show us that there
are more Puerto Ricans on the United States' mainland than in Puerto Rico.
What the implications of this will mean for Puerto Rico remains unclear. Puerto Ricans' economic and familial
trends drive their interstate migrant pattern , which Melendez has articulated, made Puerto Rico, via their people, a 'nomadic
nation.' He left us, especially those in Chicago, whose Puerto Rican population is on the decline, pondering what that means
for the institutions we build, the sense of community we try to sustain and the resources we need to empower one another.
For those of us concerned and invested in addressing Puerto Rico's colonial reality, we are left wondering how we to best
address the lack of self-determination over a territory whose descendants are found more elsewhere than in the 'madre patria' herself.

Puerto, Rican Po,pu llation by Stat,e s and Puerto Rico, 2012 and 2013

Sub·ect
2,0 12
2013
% 2011-2012
- -J -1 .39
Puerto Rico*
3 1 S15,, 844
lA66r804
~o. 75
3.37
United States
4,970,604
5,138,109
1.75
0 ..79
New York
1,094.440
l, 103-..067
-3.05
Florida
912 59,.S
'987J'663;
3.27
8.23
New Jersey
448,481
478.A39
-2.,62
6..68
Pennsytvania
412.,438
418,792
4.7'4
1.54
0.27
Massachusetts
282., 79,5
283,56'8
1.46
C-0nnectiout
274,390
269,607
1 . 14
Caliifomia
205,054
245,653
-0.14
19 -so
~1.43
llhno,s
199,211
196,359
8.48
Texas
142, 75,9
157)lll
3.91
'9,98
0,08
Ohio
104 543
104,623
0 .24
~7', 76
Georgia
91,554
84,.,446
23.19
Virg,in,a
9·1, 328
83,396
17 .06
-&.69
'North car,o lina
75, 74:-1
S:3,1'143
~6.27
9.77
• :includes only the Puerto Rican population on t he isJand., ,ex:dudes foreign born1
Source~US Census !Bure.a u; 2012 and 2013 .A:merican Community Survey 1-Year estimates.
1
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The following articles (*) were part of student work submitted for Jose Lopez's class "Puerto Ricans and the
Caribbean" are written by Jose Lopez's students . The articles were submitted by Jose E. Lopez .

Review(*)

Towards a New Discourse on Latino Pedagogy

O

A

on·o

Darder

n April l8 1h, I attended based on the text Freire and Education, written by
Dr. Antonia Darder. She brought up many interesting issues that Puerto
Ricans have faced because of U.S . colonialism. One important example
is how Puerto Rican communities have long struggled for social justice and human
rights. Darder explains how she believes education is very important and every
needs to educate themselves to be able to fight for justice and human rights. She
believes we must learn to educate ourselves, love one another and have dignity.
The idea that Antonia points about Freire is important because, with education and communities working together, we can help each other overcome the
injustices that have long affected Puerto Ricans and other Latino communities.
Although by hoping for this, my question is, how can we make this happen? US is
still involved in Puerto Rico and many Puerto Ricans are still upset on how they
are not given the same rights as US citizens in the US mainland. US involvement
in Latin America has already lefts its mark and it has deeply affected them in many
different ways.

War against all Puerto Ricans
presentation review (*)

N

elson A. Denis gave a
presentation
regarding
his book, War against all
Puerto Ricans. Denis addressed
the effects of US's involvement
in Puerto Rico , primarily Puerto
Rican workers , since their arrival
in Puerto Rico in 1898. Their resources were being used as profit
for the US economy while Puerto
Rican workers were left with only
little profit. Nelson talked about
the economic issue the Puerto
Ricans faced as well as social issues where they weren't necessarily given equal rights. Many who
stood up against U .S. involvement
in Puerto Rican were taken as prisoners and would be tortured or
killed. As an example, the author
discussed the history of prisoner
torture at La Princesa prison.
It is even more interesting
and shocking how the FBI was involved in planning these attacks

towards Puerto Ricans . For example, the Ponce massacre where
FBI was involved in killing and
injuring many protesters and cadets . Puerto Rico has had it really
bad since the Spanish-American
War. It has been difficult for Puerto Rico since it became part of the
US but is not a state, which mean s
that Constitutional laws don't apply to them; they are not given the
same equal rights as US citizens
of the US mainland . Puerto Rico
still lives under the rule of the US
and their rights are limited . Puerto
Rico cannot do anything they wish
to do for their country without
being presented first to the U.S.
Many Puerto Ricans have struggled and the history of Puerto Rico
as the author Denis explains is not
really talked about in U.S. history
books. Everyone should know the
real truth of U.S. involvement in
Puerto Rico.

QOS

Vodou: The Sacred Powers of Haiti <*>

T

he Field Musuem exhibition "Vodou: Sacred Powers of
Haiti" illustrates a visual representation on the social
force in the daily life of Haiti. In the exhibition, they had
many things that represented the forms of ceremony and practice
they used in their daily life. For example, there was a flag made
of sequins and beads. The flag was used to portray the Marassa spirits. The Marassa spirits, twin soul spirits, are some of the
most popular spirits in the Haitian Vodou . The flag included two
children and many visual colors . They were also different colorful bottles that were used for rituals. The different colors signified the spirit who is getting the drinking offering. The
exhibition also had different figures that represented the fighting spirits. These spirits were able to fight off the oppressors
and live an adequate life.
From this exhibition, I learned that people were able to initiate or be part of the Voudou community. When this happens, soi l, spices, leaves , and other materials are placed in a packet. This packet was special because it was placed in an altar
that the initiator had. The exhibition displayed examples altars of Vodou stating which different objects and materials include. Of course, the objects of Vodou altar change to help maintain relationships with ancestors. At the exhibition, they also
had a 'veve' which is a symbolic floor drawing. The drawing represents spirits that appear. With this drawing , the Voduists
were able to invoke spirits at their ceremonies. One part of the exhibition displayed many different figures portraying lwa.
This exhibit represents how Voduist are fighting to overcome slavery and oppression in Haiti . lwa is a spirit that is displayed
as someone that can hold power in its hand .
They also included groups of powerful female spirits. From this exhibit, I take away how the Vodou society worked
hard to overcome slavery and oppression in Haiti . Although they are always stereotyped in a negative way, Voduists represent a society that worked hard with spirits to overcome the different problems present to them.

t
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" Conversatorio: Re-Imagining P1
Identity In the Age of The Dias1
Jonathan Rosa P.H.D

"Understanding the Puerto Rican experience requires us to think diaspora from below. When l-1
disparity in societal realms such as labor, education, housing, health, criminal justice, and the
that modes of difference such as race, gender, sexuality, and class attenuate and/or exacerbate i
Photo: 1966 Riots in Humboldt Park

J

ose Lopez opened today's discussion by asking us to consider
what it means to be Puerto Rican in the age of diaspora. This
question reminded me of the late, great Puerto Rican scholar
Juan Flores, who urged us to shift from conceptualizing diaspora as
a naturally occurring phenomenon , to diasporization as a dynamic
process. What are the conditions of possibility for processes of diasporization? Borrowing from Nelson Denis ' suggestion that history
is a living thing, what will allow Puerto Ricans to understand themselves as historical subjects across generations and locations? Con• versely, what conditions conspire to prevent Puerto Ricans from understanding themselves as such? These are precisely the conditions
of coloniality, disinvestment , and marginalization that characterize
Puerto Ricans' historical and contemporary experiences. Reflecting
on this range of challenges, Juan Flores suggested that we should
think diaspora from below. Thinking diaspora from below means
pushing back against idealized visions of transnationalism as a contemporary economic phenomenon rooted in freeing up trade
routes and facilitating the mobility of elites, and instead redirecting attention to populations that have always been transnational
and whose transnationalism embodies a profound history of struggle and resilience.
Understanding the Puerto Rican experience requires us to think diaspora from below. When we do so, we are able to see
interrelations between Puerto Rican exclusion, marginalization , and disparity in societal realms such as labor, education, housing,
health , criminal justice, and the environment, and approach these issues from intersectional perspectives that attend to the ways
that modes of difference such as race, gender, sexuality, and class attenuate and/or exacerbate these experiences. What happens to
our views of these issues when we understand them as part of a longstanding and ongoing history of colonialism? When we do so,
we are able to apprehend the unique positionality of Puerto Ricans vis-a-vis other Latin @s, on the one hand , and vis-a-vis other
racialized groups, on the other. This unique positionality endows Puerto Ricans with the capacity to wage an incisive critique of
contemporary processes of exclusion in two important ways.
We are acutely aware of the perils of illegalization, particular in the context of Latin American migration to the U.S. That
is, Puerto Ricans are often illegalized and seen as fundamentally un-American despite having been made U.S citizens - non-consensually, which is crucial - since 1917. This illegalization stigmatizes Puerto Ricans as immigrants whose presence is rendered
problematic and in need of careful management throughout the U.S. , rather than as citizen migrants, as they are technically classi fied in legal terms . Thus, immigrant stigmatization and illegalization is indicative of the exclusionary nature of citizenship and the
ways that it privileges particular groups' migration and mobility and constrains, polices, and restricts that of other groups.
However, as U.S. citizens by birth, Puerto Ricans are also sensitive to the ways that U.S . citizenship is in many ways a false
promise. That is, citizenship does not provide rights or facilitate societal inclusion in any straightforward way. Alongside African

j
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Lierto Rican
~ora
-'e do so, we are able to see interrelations between Puerto Rican exclusion, marginalization, and
knvironment, and approach these issues from intersectional perspectives that attend to the ways
'hese experiences" .
Americans and other racialized groups, we see how millions of people might possess citizenship yet are still positioned as second,
third, and fourth class citizens who can be abandoned, incarcerated, and executed without recourse. Thus , reflecting on the Puerto
Rican experience, how might we develop a vision for societal inclusion that moves beyond incorporating groups into an existing
model of citizenship that is and always has been rooted in exclusion? What might a citizenship of the Americas look like, in which
migration and mobility were fundamental rights across the Americas? In many ways , Puerto Ricans have already been waging
these critiques, imagining alternative realities, and prefiguratively enacting more just futures as they navigate the range of contemporary challenges with which they are faced. Thus , our task is not to create a new vision from nothing , but rather to recognize
existing creativity and resilience and find new ways to harness them.
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Uruguayan Writer Eduardo Galeano Dies
by Ericka Montano Garfias. La Jornada - April 13, 2015.
republished in Claridad, April 16-22, 2015

T

he indignant of Latin America and the world have
lost one of their guides. Eduardo Galeano has gone.
The Uruguayan writer, journalist, essayist, La Jornada collaborator, died this Monday in Montevideo from
lung cancer, his publisher confirmed. But his biography does
not end with his death. It started on September 3, 1940 in
Montevideo , but between his birth and his death there are
thousands of words, written in numerous books, articulated in many speeches , taken up by hundreds of thousands of
youth and adults, men and women who are non-conformist
with governments throughout this planet, in all the interviews granted, in all those phrases that wander the Internet,
in all the articles he published in La Jornada , his home, and
in all the dreams he shared to make this world less poor.
Between his birth and his death are his first book
The Following Days and Women, an anthology that was just
published in Spain , Siglo XXI Editores. Between those two,
The Open Veins of Latin America, that book the then Venezuelan president Hugo Chavez gave to his U.S. equivalent
Barack Obama during the Fifth Summit of the Americas in
April of 2009.
There are Memory of Fire, Genesis, Faces and
Masks and The Century of the Wind , The Discovery ofAmerica that Still Wasn 't and Other Notes, We Say No , Words: A
Personal Anthology , and Mirrors.

In 2012 he visited the country for the last time. Children of the Days (Siglo XXI Editores) had just been published. In November of that year it was presented in the Nezahualc6yotl Room before thousands of youth who longed
to see him, listen to him, meet him in person , and in the closing of the session of the Latin American Council of Social
Sciences. In both cases, dozens of people had to be content
to listen to him outside of the room or the auditorium. That
always happened.
Between his birth and his death were his various
roles: worker, political cartoonist, collector, painter, messenger, bank clerk, typist , editor of the weekly Marcha and the
daily Epoca, and in the midst of it all his passion for soccer.
In addition to being a great listener, as he defined
himself, he was also a political exile. He left Uruguay after
having been imprisoned by the dictatorship. He crossed the
Plata River to live in Argentina, but again had to abandon
that country for Spain, because his name was among those
condemned by the Videla dictatorship. It was in Catalonia
where , in addition to writing for newspapers, he published
Trilogy of Fire.
The Open Veins of Latin America, published two
years before, in 1971, was banned by the dictatorial regime
in Uruguay as well as in Chile and Argentina.
In 1985 he returned to his country, where he founded the weekly Brecha, a publication that in 2010 created the
Memory of Fire Award, and the first to receive it was the
Spanish singer and composer Joan Manuel Serrat. That same
year Eduardo Galeano won the Stig Dagerman prize, and
throughout his life received several honorary doctoral degrees from universities in Cuba, El Salvador, Mexico and
Argentina, as well as the 1808 Premio Medalla, bestowed
in February of 2011 in the ancient Palacio de Ayuntamiento.
In 2010 he also received the Manuel Vazquez Montalban
Award in the category of Sports Journalism.
He always talked about and for youth, about and for
the indigenous, against the narco-states and neoliberalism ,
in favor of ecology and the legalization of drugs. He spoke
against forgetfulness.
A few days ago the president of Venezuela, Nicolas
Maduro, made known that he had received Galeano 's signature against Obama's executive order calling that South
American country a threat. In Mexico , one of his last texts
published by La Jornada was I Read and I Share, dedicated
to the 43 disappeared students.

( continue on next page ... )
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( ... Eduardo Galeano)
"The orphans of the Ayotzinapa tragedy are not alone in their determined search
for their lost loved ones in the chaos of burning garbage dumps and ditches filled with human remains. Voices accompany them in solidarity, their warm presence stretching across
the map of Mexico and beyond, including on
the football fields where players are celebrating their goals by drawing the number 43 in
the air with their fingers, in homage to the
disappeared."
Always on the side of the poor, the
indignant, his social activism and commitment to the unprotected took him to Chiapas
to better understand the Zapatista National
Liberaton Army, an experience that flowed
for many years in various articles, for example, in A Universal March, published by this
daily on March 10, 2001.
"1941, 2001: Emiliano Zapata was
in the DF for second time. This second time
he came from La Realidad to change reality: from the Lacandona Jungle to deepen the
process of change in the whole of Mexico,
something the Zapatistas of Chiapas had
been doing ever since emerging into the public arena. Thanks to them and the creative energy they have released, what was is not even
what it was in the past.
"Those who talk about the indigenous problem will have to start to recognize the indigenous solution. Ultimately, the
Zapatista response to five centuries of being
masked, the challenge of these masks that
unmask, is releasing the splendid rainbow
that Mexico contains, and is becoming the
hope of those condemned to a perpetual process of waiting.
The indigenous , it is seen, are only
a problem for those who deny the right to
be what they are, and thus deny the national
plurality and deny the right of Mexicans to
be fully Mexican without the mutilations imposed by racist tradition, which shrinks the
soul and chops off the legs."
Eduardo Galeano is the memory of
those things that power - political and economic - want us to forget.
Galeano, you are memory.

A message from the Puerto Rican
Cultural Center on the loss of

Josefina "Fifo" Rodriguez
By Jose E. Lopez,

0

ur hearts are sad and our emotions run deep as we learn of the
death of our beloved Josefina "Fifo" Rodriguez. Fifo, as we loving
call her, was a longtime member of the Board of Directors of the
Pu~rto Rican Cultural Center. She served for many years, not only as an
active member, but more importantly as a guardian of our foundation and
our values. She truly lived the PRCC's motto, "live and help to live".
For decades, Fifo was a leading member of the campaign to free
all Puerto Rican Political Prisoners, from the Five Nationalists, to the
struggl_e to free her heroic daughters, Ida Luz and Alicia, to the present
campaign around the patriot Oscar Lopez Rivera. As part of that work she
traveled to many countries in Latin America, particularly to Mexico and
Nicaragua, to raise consciousness about the existence and the conditions
of our Political Prisoners in U.S. prisons and jails.
Fifo's endearing smile, her love of life, her zest for justice, her
quest against colonialism, and her life long commitment to humanity will
always serve as our North Star. She will live on in every aspect of the work
which the Puerto Rican Cultural Center undertakes, in the words of Dona
Consuelo Lee Corretjer, "con un hombro menos", (with one less shoulder) .
Fifo will now join the official list of our posthumous emeritus
members of our Board of Directors, including Reverend Jose Alberto Tor~es and Irma Romero. A plaque will soon be placed in a prominent space
m the Cultural Center, naming them. Additionally, the 21st Fiesta Boricua will be dedicated to her on September 4th, 5th, and 6th and during that
weekend a community memorial service will be held in her honor.
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BRING HIM HOME!
MICHAEL REYES
Dona Clari came into my dream
Woke me to the world of the unimaginable
She told me to imagine and see the world as poets do
She whispered come home Oscar
Come home Oscar, Come Home
Turned to me and looked into my eyes
And said bring him home, bring him home
We need him home
Two children play near 115th and 3rd Ave .
From the street through an open red door
They see a poster
They read it out loud
Bring him home they repeat it bring him home
In the back room the activist, lawyer, executive director
and former political prisoner argue over semantics
come home, bring him home, we need him home
titles don't really matter as long as he is home
His children grown from of his own resistance
They grew in his former streets children lost in
Gun smoke, addictions ache their bodies
But born in his shadow they wish to catch a glimpse of him
They drum and sing his name
Dance and sweat, beats and rhythm, they want him home
They sing to bring him home
In class the teachers explain
What it is like to see children through glass
To almost touch hand to hand
But separated by this window
that is so much more
To be isolated for 12 years
The students listen
And many have been on the other side of that glass
Some understand the isolation and the pain
They say he must come home
The activist running to event after event
Petition and clipboards in hand
So many times, so many events
She questions its value, its worth
If it truly in making a difference
All the while wants him home
His brothers relentless fight for justice
Thirst for freedom, drives forward
His hopes only heard by those closest to him
His step a little happier, his glance a little stronger
His hope more open
He knows he will be home
His community not to quick to believe
But slowly start to hope
They awaken from there sleep
They rise from there long rest
And start to wonder
Start question
They begin to see the possibility
The start to fight for him to be home

The young girl goes to school is told he is a terrorist, a bad man
But she knows better
And pushes onward to see him home
They meet on the floor of Congress
The same floor of Lolitas rebellion
All four agree to sign a letter
For his release
He might come home
The poet writes away imaging, creating conditions ,
Writing the myth and all its wonderful exaggerations
Writing truth and fiction
They call him home
All ofthis, poems, nights making pastelles to raise funds,
conversations, meetings, meetings and more meetings
tours, plays, visits , talks, years and years of toil
printed flyers , door to door canvassing, persuading
elected officials and people of prominent positions
all of this is the hard birth for freedom
They all agree the poet, activist, former political prisoner, teacher, child, student,
Daughter, mother, father, brother, preacher, politician, actor, executive director
That they need him him
That he must come home
That without him they are incomplete
Without him there myth is not finished
There journey slower
There story half told
With out him its as if Lolita never kneeled before Albizus grave
And said mission complete
Or as if
Che would never have met his destiny in Bolivia
No they need him home and like the myth
He who was born on three kings day
A sign of his strength
He must fulfill his destiny
And Come Home
So we may reach out and embrass him
Cry with him
Laugh and smile with him
He must come home so that we to
May reach our destiny
So I ask you now do all you can
To bring him home
So we may be complete again
So he can return to his nation
His Nation that so desperately needs him
BRING HIM HOME!

q
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Asi Somos / Who We Are

A

si Somos/ Who We Are is a photo essay, an invitation to learn more about a people and, in doing that, about ourselves. It is an experience of cultural movement and growth. Each image is a reflection of daily life and at the same
time, a metaphor for the fundamental values that bind Puerto Ricans together, which emphasize the importance of
interpersonal relations, family, religious faith, performance in the world of work and creation, social awareness, and participation in community life.
The photographic images are the heart of this book because often, words are not enough. A photograph frames the
moment, creating tension between what we see and what we imagine, holding memories and speaking to us of the past but
also of the present and its implications for the future. Yesterday, today, and tomorrow are linked in an instant. A photograph
brings us closer to the people in it, and if we look calmly it reveals things about their lives and our own.
There are images from the agricultural and the industrial economies, from the world of art and music, and even
from the exploration of the universe. Some of the photos help us see the context of economic and financial conditions that
led to the waves of migration of times past, and those still occurring. Others invite us to think about the profound effects of
cultural change--change due to a country's development and also changes experienced by immigration as they arrive in a
strange land--and also about the permeability and fluidity of cultures. Other photos simply fill us with tenderness or pride.
Whatever the case, in all of them, as in a mosaic, the hues and shades of our diversity are gradually revealed, little pieces of
what it means to be Puerto Rican in the broadest and most essential sense of the name .
The photographs have been organized freely, and they are accompanied by simple texts that attempt to engage readers' attention and, we hope, encourage deeper exploration and reflection.
As this project evolved, with all the unexpected transitions and connections inherent to the creative process, I had
hundreds of conversations with people in communities in Puerto Rico , the United States mainland, and Hawaii. The project
forged a long chain; people who guided me, people we took photos of, people who became part of our team. I was repaid
with a heightened, enriched view of ourselves as a Puerto Rican people. I hope that, as my own discoveries did, this book
will end for readers with a sense of pride and enthusiasm for the future.
I invite you to join us in this voyage, with the hope that as you travel with us, a deeper history will emerge and we
will be able to see more clearly not just those whose portraits are included here, but also see ourselves, and thus become to
a better understanding of who we are.
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Vieques 12 Years Later:
Justice Delayed Is Justice Denied
Natasha Lycia Ora Bannan/ Huffington Post
Twelve years ago if you happened to be standing at the top of level of toxicity. Despite such protocols, the Navy and its
Monte Carmelo in Vieques, Puerto Rico, you would notice contractor, CH2MHill, engage in the use of open-air bombsomething different. Perhaps you would notice the collec- ing as a means of detonating found munitions. They also
tive sigh of relief, of hope, of victory. Or that the wave of engage in the questionable practice of open-air burning of
visitors being arrested and detained in masse had eased after vegetation as an economical means of finding munitions,
the United States finally decided to close its military base both of which have been criticized as exacerbating existing
that had been used for bombing practice. However, standing environmental and health damage. There exists no adequate
there today you may still see bombs exploding as the re- civilian oversight mechanism for a community of dominant
sult of detonation, or hear that local lands remain in federal Spanish speakers who have been isolated and disengaged
hands or notice that the ferries from Vieques to mainland from participating in the cleanup process and understanding
Puerto Rico are full of Viequenses seeking health services, its ramifications.
The United States has consistently maintained a pomany for complicated and serious illnesses. Over 70 years
after the arrival of the Navy in Vieques , some have called the sition of non-liability for its actions in Vieques. The Agencompounded and continuous human rights violations on the cy for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, part of the
Center for Disease Control, has been heavily critiqued by
island a crime against humanity.
On May 1, 2003, the United States Navy finally scientists and Congress alike for it's "finding" of no "credclosed its naval base, the Atlantic Fleet Weapons Training ible scientific evidence" to support a relationship between
Area in Vieques after 60 years of using the island to carry out decades of military toxic use and civilian health consequencmilitary practices that included live target practice involving es and environmental damage. The Navy continues to insist
bombing and the use of biochemical agents such as Agent that open-air detonation of bombs does not contribute to air
Orange, depleted uranium, napalm and white phosphorus. pollution since the chemicals released are already naturally
The Navy's arrival in 1941 lead to mass displacement and occurring; however they are quick to caution residents and
the expropriation of about 75 percent of the island. For de- visitors not to approach or touch such munitions. They have
cades , Viequenses were exposed to toxic chemicals, includ- been suspected of engaging in open-air burning of vegetaing heavy metals, that have contaminated their bodies, land tion to quickly locate munitions at a fraction of the cost, an
and water. The killing of David Sanes, a civilian guard on act that the EPA has said would be unlawful under local law
duty in the Naval base, by a 500 pound errant bomb set off a (the Navy has admitted that even tearing up the dense vegwave of protests, civil disobedience and arrests by thousands etation to clear the remainder of the debris would hurt the
of Puerto Ricans and visitors from across the world who said nature reserve, much less burning it). In the many lawsuits
"basta ya!" to the military legacy and toxicity of the Navy's filed against the United States, including one by LatinoJuspresence and activities. After several years of consistent pro- tice years ago, the government has consistently asserted the
tests and visits by prominent figures, the U.S. government antiquated defense of sovereign immunity, insisting their acfinally succumbed to international pressure and closed the tions are justified by national security reasons and therefore
not subject to judicial scrutiny. There are no longer domesbase.
While many remember that victorious moment, the tic forums available for Viequenses to seek justice, which
modem-day realities facing Viequenses are less known. The is why we have asked the Inter-American Commission on
people of Vieques continue to suffer from disproportionate- Human Rights, an autonomous organism and quasi-judicial
ly high rates of grave illnesses, including cancer, hyperten- human rights body of the Organization of American States,
sion, kidney failure, asthma and other respiratory illnesses. to look into the situation.
The level of health services in Vieques remains what it was
twelve years ago. A small percent of the lands controlled by
the federal government have been returned to local control,
while the overwhelming majority were merely transferred
from one federal agency to another.
As a result of the extreme health and environmental damage caused by the Navy's practices, Vieques was
declared a Superfund site by the Environmental Protection
(continue on next page ... )
Agency in 2005, meaning the site requires a special protocol
for cleanup and decontamination procedures because of its
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After almost 75 years of exploitation, the people of Vieques have been very clear in their demands: return of all federally
controlled lands to the people and municipality of Vieques; adequate and thorough decontamination of all land and water;
demilitarization of their land; and locally controlled development. None of those demands have yet been met in full. Just
this month, a group of independent scientists met in Puerto Rico to discuss their ongoing concern regarding the state of
health and environmental damage in Vieques. And their concern is well-founded - the Navy estimated that they have so far
removed 90,000 munitions items; 40,000 of which have been destroyed through demolition. However it has been estimated
that the cleanup could take another 14 years, and even then the Navy presumes that not all munitions will be found, " regardless of the level of cleanup." Instead, the Navy has proposed posting warning signs or fencing off areas from the public,
which would limit any potential use of the land and relieves them of any responsibility for possible ecological damage that
may surface in a toxic site left contaminated and unattended.
Concretely, the United States must be held accountable for its actions that have intentionally violated the most fundamental human rights of the people of Vieques and have led to loss of life and compromised health. The United Nations
Special Committee on Decolonization has consistently called for an adequate decontamination effort in Vieques and return
of the lands to local control. This past week , several members of Congress called for the U.S. to reexamine its efforts and
commitment to the people of Vieques. There have been renewed calls by the scientific community to ensure that the U.S.
adequately funds a full and complete decontamination effort in Vieques, not just a cleanup (the Navy has consistently stated
that for ten years it has spent close to $20 million per year in Vieques, yet "cleanup" has not necessarily meant "decontamination"). And the people of Vieques have consistently demanded that their own government of Puerto Rico address and
remedy the lack of adequate health services in Vieques , which forces residents to spend hours and sometimes days traveling
to the main island to seek healthcare. Despite a resolution from the Puerto Rican House of Representatives reaffirming their
commitment to justice in Vieques , residents have yet to see concrete actions taken on their behalf.
The United States, which was one of only four countries that recently opposed the United Nations General Assembly's fifth resolution on depleted uranium, has yet to put forward or implement a comprehensive plan that would adequately
address the health, environmental, land use and economic concerns residents of Vieques have that stem from decades of
military use and abuse. In 2013, Congress approved legislation that asked the Navy to make public and easily accessible
historical records on the use, type and frequency of munitions used in Vieques, a request that has still not been satisfied.
In 2008 when then Senator Obama was campaigning, he pledged to "closely monitor the health of the people of
Vieques and promote appropriate remedies to health conditions caused by military activities conducted by the U.S. Navy
on Vieques." Today, seven years after that promise and 74 years after the invasion of the Navy in Vieques, justice remains
delayed and denied . The "appropriate remedies" mentioned by Obama must mean economic, environmental and health justice with the full input and participation of the people of Vieques. And not in several years when yet another generation will
struggle with high rates of asthma, respiratory illnesses and developmental and learning disabilities (known side effects of
exposure to mercury) , as young Viequenses currently do . The United States and the government of Puerto Rico must look
beyond the bare minimum required to "cleanup" Vieques , and instead must adequately fund , support and facilitate a full
decontamination and health effort. Anything less is ineffective and unjust. After decades of battling the residual toxicity left
behind, residents demand a true "paz para Vieques" , which is only possible through justice.
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ELRESCATE
A Project of
the Puerto Rican Cultural
Center
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100 x 35 + 8, I attended a March 3rd was
based on what El Rescate, a
project of Juan Antonio Corretjer Puerto Rican Cultural Center (PRCC) located in Humboldt Park, does to help out the
homeless people. El Rescate facilities is currently taking new
steps to improve and help out
those in need. It is interesting to
know that kind of services they
provide, for example, homeless
people are given food, shelter,
and get to have an education.
Also, many students who have
children are able to keep their
children at el Rescate building _ _ _ _ _ _ __
while the students go to school.
The El Rescate staff does so much just to push and
help out those who are in need. What I also liked
about El Rescate organization is how many homeless
people are able to receive tutoring and participate in
activities during the summer. El Rescate facilities
can be for anyone and not just Puerto Ricans. This
kind of organization show how much anyone can get
the help they need without being judged or discrimination. If we look back at history, discrimination was
seen a lot towards Puerto Ricans and Mexicans in
Chicago.
During the event, I was able to attend to the
housing and homelessness panel discussion. What
I
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I learned in this conference is that many people
are needed to participate and become aware of the
homeless situation. Another problem that I learned
was about being able to receive money so that the
homeless people can get the help they need. Another
issue is that homeless people are not being able to
receive the help they need because of some agencies'
requirements. This is one of the reasons as to why
many homeless people are roaming around the city
without food and shelter, and obviously
El Rescate cannot do everything by themselves . They need support of local community members and the city's political leaders to support their
work in housing and empowering local youth.
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Borinqueneers Housing Groundbreaking
Mary-Katherine Lemon

H

umboldt Park community members began the morning of February 13 by celebrating the groundbreaking of an affordable
housing complex for veterans. The new complex will be named
the 65th Infantry Borinqueneers Building, after the Puerto Rican infant; ·'. try regiment famous for their service American military conflicts since
the first World War. The groundbreaking was attended by the Puerto Rican veterans, elected officials (including Mayor Rahm Emanuel and 26th
ward Alderman Roberto Maldonado), community members, and others
l!!lltl:.15;.:1i1:i..,;:~...::,~~:z!\l!.5..li~Ll-..:
";~ who worked on making the Borinqueneers Building a reality.
Alderman Maldonado said, "The best way to thank veterans is with
affordable homes;' and boasted about the building's future amenities. The 49-unit housing complex, according to
Maldonado, will be environmentally-friendly and offer veterans' services on-site, such as mental health services
and job training. The units are to be occupied by veterans and their families. The building will take the space
currently occupied by a parking lot for Norwegian Hospital; the hospital donated the land to the Borinqueneers
Building. Part of Humboldt Drive will be renamed Borinqueneers Drive.
The affordable housing complex comes as Humboldt Park undergoes rapid changes. Many argue that gentrification is occurring in the neighborhood, causing current residents to be displaced due to rising rent prices and
the neighborhood to lose its status as a distinctly Puerto Rican cultural enclave. Proponents of the Borinqueneers
Building hope the affordable housing complex will help retain Puerto Rican culture in Humboldt Park.

URGENT APPEAL FOR MUMIAABU-JAMAL
PRISON RADIO
"It is also time to recommit to the belief and the path that needs to be taken so that he can be free to rejoin us outside the
prison walls: to walk in the woods,feel the breeze of spring, and play with his great grandchildren." Noelle Hanrahan
Dear Friend,

0

n Monday March 31st, Pam Africa and I spent the night in the Intensive Care Unit waiting
room--as Mumia lay gravely ill. The prison guards prevented us from seeing him , and
denied us any information for 20 hours.
His arm shackled to the bed, and critically ill, he could have died without knowing what we
his brother, Keith Cook, his wife Wadiya Jamal, Pam Africa , Johanna Fernandez, his lawyer, Bret
Grote , were there.
Mumia was rushed by ambulance to the Schuylkill Medical Center Hospital in Pottsville ,
PA in diabetic shock (779 blood sugar) and with a life threatening sodium level of 168.
He has been very ill over the last three months. He lost 50 lbs, had pneumonia, and severe
eczema. These conditions, including late onset diabetes, should not be life threatening .
Now, a week later, Mumia remains seriously ill. Please know that your calls , letters and emails, are
the only reason that his family has been granted a few precious moments to visit--in Intensive Care
and how back at SCI Mahonoy .
...__ _ _L..,__....J
Mumia Abu-Jamal's work is a heartbeat of resistance; brilliant and incisive: www.prisonradio.org. Now it is our tum to take care of our brother, and give him the support and treatment he needs . Please contribute
to Prison Radio and to the medical/legal fund bit.lylrise4mumia.
Luchando por la justicia y la libertad,
Noelle Hanrahan
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Tell President Obama that 33 years is long enough!

Sat. May 30th, march
to help bring

OscarL0pez
home!
• Community organizer
• Vietnam Veteran
• Puerto Rican political prisoner
for more than 33 years

Assemble at 11:00am at
125thand
Adam Clayton
Powell Jr.
Boulevard
MAY 30TH COALITION TO FREE OSCAR LOPEZ RIVERA I WWW.FREEOSCARNYCMAY30.ORG
Who is Oscar Lopez Rivera? Now age 72, Oscar Lopez Rivera is the longest-held political prisoner in Puerto
Rican history. He was charged with seditious conspiracy -- the same charge for which Nelson Mandela was
imprisoned - for his participation in Puerto Rico's independence movement. He was never accused of hurting
anyone or participating in any violent crime - only of fighting for his country to be free.
Who supports Oscar's freedom? International human rights leaders such as Nobel Laureate Archbishop
Desmond Tutu of South Africa and others; Puerto Ricans across the political and religious spectrum, including
Puerto Rico's Governor and Resident Commissioner, the Archbishop of San Juan; and tens of thousands who
have signed letters for his release.
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We come from different back rounds but speak with

"One Voice or Oscar"
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Carmen Arroyo

Guillermo Linares

Javier H. Valdes

NY State Assembly

Make the Road NY

Femando "Ponce" Laspina
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33 WomenXOscar-NYC

Rosie Mendez

Matt Meyer

NYCityCouncil

War Resisters League

Leslie Cagan

Lorraine Cortes Vazquez
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Professor, NYU
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Pres., Nat'I Puerto Rican Parade

Miguel Luciano

Gabriela Alvarez

Rev. Dr. Samuel Cruz
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